INTRODUCTION

C.B.P. Engineering Corp. is a leader in the application and fabrication of abrasion resistant lining materials used throughout numerous industries to increase efficiency, reduce downtime and extend the life of key processing equipment.

C.B.P. is a subsidiary of The Greenbank Group of companies that are a worldwide organization committed to supplying time proven industrial products and state of the art, computer-based, electronic controls that provide aggressive, cost-effective support solutions to power and process plants for efficient operation of their boilers and systems.

Products Offered
- cast basalt pipe & fittings
- ceramic pipe & fittings
- AZS pipe & fittings
- ceramic tile
- cast basalt tile
- trowelables
- silicon carbide

Markets Serviced
- coal fired power plants
- industrial plants
- mineral processing plants
- pulp & paper plants
- cement
- OEM's
- coal preparation

Applications
- ash slurry lines
- limestone slurry
- gypsum slurry
- fly ash (slurry & pneumatic)
- process piping
- pulverized fuel piping
- mill liners

Experience
C.B.P. offers an unparalleled depth of experience in engineering, management, manufacturing and sales. Our technical staff have an average of 15 years experience and our manufacturing technicians have an average of 13 years experience. The company management has an average of 20 years experience. This experience translates to market and application knowledge unequaled in the industry. If it abrades or corrodes, C.B.P. has probably studied the causes and effects and supplied cost effective solutions.

Services Offered
- network of experienced sales professionals
- on site inspections and recommendations
- engineering evaluations to improve equipment life
- site measuring for replacement systems
- installation drawings

- fabrication and lining of complete systems
- lining of customer supplied fabrications
- on site lining of chutes, hoppers, bunkers, fan, mills and processing equipment
- installation assistance
- products for customer installation

Longevity
C.B.P. was founded in 1970 and since the first pieces of cast basalt pipe were installed over 1 million feet of pipe, hundreds of thousands of fittings and thousands of tons of tile have been placed in service. Our satisfied customers include most major utilities, the largest mining operations, the vast pulp & paper industry, OEM's, Cogens, the steel industry & others significant operations.

Most of our customers are repeat purchasers that have experienced the benefits of solutions offered by C.B.P and expanded their use of our specially engineered products to become more competitive in their markets by way of reduced maintenance expenditures.

C.B.P. has evolved from a one product commodity supplier to an integrated multi product specialist that services a customer's needs.

Global Range
C.B.P has the ability, through its experienced sales network, to effectively service the U.S. and Canada. Together with its partners in the U.K. and Australia, C.B.P has the resources to offer worldwide markets engineered solutions.